
Order and clarity

assortment boxes
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Boxxser
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raaco’s box range is made for people who know the pleasure of systematic 
organisation and good order. 

The practical boxes provide safe and easy storage for all the small items 
you use every day. Put the desired content in your favourite boxes, and 
take them with you whenever work calls. That way, you’ll always be well 
prepared for an active working day. 

There are three different box series in the range: Assorter, Boxxser and 
CarryLite. The boxes are available undivided or with removable inserts, 
fixed compartments or partitions, and come in several sizes. 

Each series has its own unique features, which you can read more about 
in the following pages

raaco assortment boxes
... order and clarity

Assorter CarryLite
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Boxxser is a complete, integrated box system that meets even the most discerning demands for 
order, clarity, individuality and efficiency

Boxxser

The Boxxser series consists of six different boxes in two different heights, made of impact-resistant, 
unbreakable polycarbonate – the strongest plastic material on the market. 

The boxes are equipped with practical double walls, which both provide room for securely protected 
internal hinges and give the boxes a fine appearance. Both versions are equipped with a grid in the 
bottom which, together with the O-profiles in the lid, restrains the inserts individually, so that it is 
not necessary to fill the boxes completely. This also ensures that the contents remain in place during 
transport. 

At the front of the box are two permanent compartments for temporary storage of small parts, and 
the replaceable ID corners in three different colours allow you to label the contents for easy identi-
fication. Finally, the Boxxser boxes are equipped with an ergonomic closing and locking mechanism 
that allows you to close the box with one hand, and ensures that the contents stay in place.

The Boxxser series is designed to meet the needs of professionals working in an industrial environ-
ment, who want to be able to store and locate small objects in a systematic and efficient manner.

With a Boxxser shelving you can store 
several Boxxser boxes in a small space.

The lid is made of Polycarbonate (PC), 
which is an unbreakable and transparent 
material.

With a HandyBoxxser you can store four 
Boxxser boxes in a small space, and still 
have easy access to the contents. 
HandyBoxxser also allows you to carry 
four Boxxser boxes in one hand.
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2. Move it upwards.1. Grab the handle.

Combined close & lock mechanism: 
Enables one handed operation

Integrated lock & grip: Handle can 
only be used if box is locked, avoiding 
accidental spillages

Integrated feet on the bottom: 
Protects the surface from scratches

Lid made of Polycarbonate (PC): 
Very strong and durable material 
suitable for use within a variety 
of conditions

O-profile ridges in lid: Keeps contents 
in place during transportation

Changeable ID-tag: ID-tag in 3 
colours for easy identification 
(colour coding)

Removable inserts: Individual 
configuration of the box 
according to your needs with 
easy access to contents

2 permanent compartments at the 
front of the box: For temporary 
storage of small items

CLICK = 
CLosed

3. And the box is securely closed.
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The Assorter assortment boxes are a series of handy boxes that are easy to take with you 
anywhere. The boxes’ practical partitioning means that the contents can be sorted and 
stored in a minimum of space.

Assorter

The Assorter series consists of 12 boxes of various heights, widths and depths. The base is made 
of robust polypropylene plastic, while the lid is of transparent plastic, allowing the contents to 
be easily identified. 

At the front, the boxes are equipped with a sliding latch that keeps the lid securely closed, while 
the rear side is equipped with strong external hinges that gives the boxes extra strength. 

The boxes come in two variants, with either fixed compartments  to cover basic storage needs, 
or removable inserts that provide great flexibility.

The larger Assorters are equipped with handles which make them easy to transport. 

What’s more, the Assorters with removable inserts are equipped with U-profiles inside the lid 
that keep the contents in place during transport.

raaco’s  HandyBox system was designed to enable Assorters to be transported in a smart way. 
The system allows you to store up to four Assorters together, in a minimum of space. With the 
HandyBox, it’s an easy matter to transport all four Assorters at once – they can be carried in 
one hand.

Transportation catch stops the boxes from 
sliding out of the HandyBox.
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The sliding locks keep both the lid and 
the content securely in the right place 
– also in transit.

HandyBox. The “mobile storeroom” that 
can be picked up and carried.

The wide range of raaco inserts makes 
the compartments fully adjustable.

Strong and ergonomic carrying handle

U-profile ridges in lid keep 
contents in place during 
transportation

The robust sliding lock clicks 
when the box is properly shut

Removable inserts for individual 
configuration of the box according 
to your needs with easy access to 
contents

Integrated feet on the bottom protects 
the surface from scratches

Clear lid provides an overview

Several variants with 
fixed compartments
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CarryLite is a functional range of lightweight boxes that are easy to handle and transport.

CarryLite

The CarryLite series consists of three sturdy boxes of the same size but in different heights, made of 
tough, unbreakable high-quality plastic. At the front, the CarryLite is equipped with a sliding latch that 
keeps the lid securely closed, while the rear side is equipped with strong external hinges that make 
the boxes extra tough. 

The boxes come in two variants, with either partitions or removable inserts that allow you to arrange 
the compartments as needed.

Moreover, this box version is equipped with U-profiles inside the lid that keeps the contents in place 
during transport. The transparent lid also makes it easy to identify the contents.

A range of systems is also available to optimise the storage and transportation of the boxes and pro-
vide easy access to their contents.

CarryLite shelving

With a CarryLite shelving you can store several CarryLite boxes in a 
small space, and still have easy access to the contents. The shelving is 
available with either fixed supports or telescopic rails. Suitable for use 
in both the van and the workshop.

SafeBox 
Metal cabinet for safe storage of CarryLite. 
SafeBox is equipped with telescopic rails 
providing easy access to the content of 
the boxes. The cabinet can be locked.

CarryLite Transporter 
Mobile storage unit for CarryLite. Transporter is supplied with 
a carrying strap and wheels can be mounted. The ergonomic 
design makes it convenient to carry.
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The CarryLite 150 is divided up with 
partitions.

CarryLite is available in 3 different heights. 
Easy to stack. Can be stacked on end, too.

With ergonomic carrying handle and 
strong sliding locks that keep both the lid 
and the content securely in the right place 
– also in transit.

Strong and ergonomic carrying handleIntegrated feet on the bottom protects 
the surface from scratches

The robust sliding lock clicks when 
the box is properly shut

Lid made of 
Polycarbonate (PC), which 
is a very strong and durable 
material suitable for use 
within a variety of conditions

Removable inserts for individual 
configuration of the box according 
to your needs with easy access to 
contents

Made of impact-resistant, 
unbreakable plastic

U-profile ridges in lid keep contents 
in place during transportation

ID
PRISEN
1995
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Item no. Description Size, HxWxD mm Weight, kg Colour

138260 Boxxser 55 4x4 -0 55 x 241 x 225 0,50 raaco blue

138277 Boxxser 55 4x4-9 55 x 241 x 225 0,65 raaco blue

138284 Boxxser 55 4x4-11  55 x 241 x 225 0,65 raaco blue

138291 Boxxser 55 5x5-0 55 x 298 x 284 0,68 raaco blue

138307 Boxxser 55 5x5-13 55 x 298 x 284 0,94 raaco blue

138314 Boxxser 55 5x5-15  55 x 298 x 284 0,92 raaco blue

138321 Boxxser 55 6x6-0 55 x 354 x 323 1,02 raaco blue

138338 Boxxser 55 6x6-12  55 x 354 x 323 1,32 raaco blue

138345 Boxxser 55 6x6-14  55 x 354 x 323 1,34 raaco blue

134866 Boxxser 55 5x10-0 55 x 421 x 361 1,37 raaco blue

134873 Boxxser 55 5x10-25 55 x 421 x 361 1,82 raaco blue

134897 Boxxser 55 5x10-45 55 x 421 x 361 1,92 raaco blue

134903 Boxxser 80 5x10-0 78 x 421 x 361 1,58 raaco blue

134910 Boxxser 80 5x10-14  78 x 421 x 361 2,16 raaco blue

134934 Boxxser 80 5x10-20 78 x 421 x 361 2,21 raaco blue

134941 Boxxser 80 5x10-25  78 x 421 x 361 2,27 raaco blue

134958 Boxxser 80 8x8-0 78 x 465 x 401 2,02 raaco blue

134972 Boxxser 80 8x8-18  78 x 465 x 401 2,74 raaco blue

134989 Boxxser 80 8x8-20 78 x 465 x 401 2,77 raaco blue

136099 Boxxser 4xID-tag 27 x 85     0,02 raaco yellow

136105 Boxxser 4xID-tag 27 x 85 0,02 raaco grey

136112 Boxxser 4xID-tag 27 x 85 0,02 Geen

134583 Foam 20 x 393 x 273 0,11 Grey

137935 HandyBoxxser 4x4 342 x 290 x 247 1,96 raaco blue

137942 HandyBoxxser 4x4x4 342 x 290 x 247 4,43 raaco blue

137959 HandyBoxxser 5x5 342 x 347 x 305 2,94 raaco blue

137966 HandyBoxxser 4x5x5 342 x 347 x 305 6,50 raaco blue

189392 Boxxser shelving including 7 x Boxxser 992 x 486 x 380 25,80 Galva/raaco blue 

189385 Boxxser shelving, empty 992 x 486 x 380 12,20 Galva

Boxxser
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Item no. Description Size, HxWxD mm Weight, kg Colour

136129 Assorter 6-0 32 x 175 x 143 0,12 raaco blue

136136 Assorter 6-7 32 x 175 x 143 0,13 raaco blue

136143 Assorter 6-12  32 x 175 x 143 0,15 raaco blue

136150 Assorter 5-9  43 x 240 x 195 0,30 raaco blue

136167 Assorter 5-18  43 x 240 x 195 0,32 raaco blue

136174 Assorter 4-15  57 x 338 x 260 0,73 raaco blue

136181 Assorter 4-32  57 x 338 x 260 0,81 raaco blue

136198 Assorter 55 4x4-0  56 x 241 x 195 0,27 raaco blue

136204 Assorter 55 4x8-0  57 x 338 x 261 0,57 raaco blue

136211 Assorter 55 4x8-15  57 x 338 x 261 0,86 raaco blue

136228 Assorter 55 4x8-17 57 x 338 x 261 0,85 raaco blue

136235 Assorter 80 4x8-0  78 x 338 x 261 0,63 raaco blue

136259 HandyBox 55 310 x 376 x 265 2,20 raaco blue

136242 HandyBox 55x4 310 x 376 x 265 5,09 raaco blue

Item no. Description Size, HxWxD mm Weight, kg Colour

136266 CarryLite 55 5x10-0 57 x 413 x 330 1,09 raaco blue

136297 CarryLite 55 5x10-25/1 57 x 413 x 330 1,50 raaco blue

136273 CarryLite 55 5x10-25/2 57 x 413 x 330 1,51 raaco blue

136280 CarryLite 55 5x10-50 57 x 413 x 330 1,64 raaco blue

136303 CarryLite 80 5x10-0 79 x 413 x 330 1,25 raaco blue

136310 CarryLite 80 5x10-15 79 x 413 x 330 1,79 raaco blue

136334 CarryLite 80 5x10-20 79 x 413 x 330 1,85 raaco blue

136327 CarryLite 80 5x10-25 79 x 413 x 330 1,91 raaco blue

136341 CarryLite 150-9 147 x 413 x 330 1,99 raaco blue

139328 SafeBox 55 403 x 451 x 330 14,81 raaco blue

136372 SafeBox 55x4 403 x 451 x 330 20,38 raaco blue

139335 SafeBox 80 403 x 451 x 330 13,20 raaco blue

136389 SafeBox 80x3 403 x 451 x 330 18,11 raaco blue

139342 SafeBox 150 403 x 451 x 330 11,60 raaco blue

136396 SafeBox 150x2 403 x 451 x 330 13,38 raaco blue

136365 CL-Transporter 55x4 250 x 562 x 361 8,89 raaco blue

136358 CL-Transporter 80x3 250 x 562 x 361 7,81 raaco blue

136051 Divider for CarryLite, Large 134 x 273 x 10 0,32 raaco blue

136044 Divider for CarryLite, Small & Medium 134 x 154 x 10 (M) 0,30 raaco blue
  134 x 115 x 10 (S)

188708 CarryLite shelving including 7 x CarryLite 992 x 486 x 380 25,60 Galva/raaco blue

189644 CarryLite shelving including 5 x CarryLite 150 992 x 486 x 380 19,00 Galva

184656 CarryLite shelving, empty 992 x 486 x 380 12,10 Galva

Assorter

CarryLite
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